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From the Desks of:
Adrienne Borgersen & Lois Eastlund
We don’t know about you, but we’re sooooo glad winter is over! We think that Spring got a
bum rap this year, but we’re very happy to welcome in Summer, with all of the delicious colors
and textures it brings. Lighter fabrics dyed in pastels or bright, bold hues from tops to toes line
the city streets in the sunshine.
Even in NYC, where black rules year-round, pops of fresh, happy tones fill the subways,
conference rooms, and nightspots.
This issue is all about accessories!! They are the easiest way to change the feel of an outfit,
or just freshen up your wardrobe. Not ready for a complete style overhaul? A new bag, pair
of shoes and necklace will make you feel like you just stepped out of your favorite boutique!
Consider us your personal stylists as we show you lots of options and how to wear them.
Rising temperatures also mean changes to your beauty routine. We’ve got your Summer
Beauty Essentials ready for you to make the most of your skin, to help you feel pretty and
glowing all season. We’ve even thrown in a few home products to perk up your living space.
Hopefully they’ll brighten your mood when your air conditioner raises your energy bill.
Check out our newest feature starting this issue, with Candice Crawford. This celebrity-indemand makeup and hair artist answers some of the most popular beauty questions we’ve
been asked!
We also want to introduce to you our new team of interns! College students Savannah
Sarmento and Grace Patton are gearing up to share what’s happening in fashion and
lifestyle in their worlds.  You will be able to follow them on LAFC’s social media and website
very soon!
We’re most excited about some very special giveaways coming for our subscribers!! Make
sure to read our e-newsletters and follow us on social media to find out how to win fabulous
prizes from our favorite designers and advertisers!!
We want to hear from you, so talk to us anytime on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, our website
or send us an email at info@lafcnyc.com.  We so appreciate your support and feedback!
Peace, Love, Fashion & Compassion,

Adrienne & Lois
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The seed experience:
Positively Plant Based,
Now Positively Fabulous, with Modavanti.com

Mark your calendars for June 20th and 21st, as we are proud to announce we will be
sponsoring the annual expo and conference held by The Seed Experience in NYC!
The eco friendly and cruelty free lifestyle takes the weekend at one of the largest all vegan
events in the entire country. People from all over the world attend the event in hopes
of seeing what’s happening in the vegan world, and believe me, it won’t disappoint!
You will find national brands, non-profits, and the best of the best of local businesses
among the over 100 exhibitors. With world-renowned speakers, demos, workshops, films,
a morning yoga class and a VIP party, it’s a fabulous, full immersion into a plant based
way of life!
As 82 Mercer Street has closed, The Seed’s
creator Pas Niritbhand has relocated the
4th annual event from Manhattan’s hip
SoHo location to the Brooklyn Expo Center,
which promises a bigger and even better
experience. Don’t worry Manhattanites, (we
don’t like to leave the island, either); it’s still
easy to get to, via the East River Ferry or the
G train!
Going beyond the typical stereotypes of the
“angry vegan” or “hippie vegan,” The Seed Experience will be inspiring for everyone.
The event organizer is taking a more positive, modern approach and exposing new
people to all the great alternatives to animal-based products. This motive rings true in
their tagline, “Positively Plant Based.”
With the accomplishment of creating The Seed Experience under his cruelty free belt, Pas
spent the holidays last year brainstorming
what more he could do. He pondered
how to utilize his vast event planning and
marketing experience to create the greatest
impact. Then it came to him: Vegan 2.0
needs a different message! The result? 20
new events this year!
The bulk of these new events consist
of hosting a monthly Marketplace at
The Altman Building in NYC’s Chelsea
neighborhood. Counter to the large,
annual expo, the Marketplace focuses on
small, local businesses. When he started
accepting vendors, Pas knew he could
really help support individual and small
businesses. Many of these businesses didn’t
even have their own websites, but now they
can sell directly to the public in a real market
located in Manhattan.
Pas makes it clear that he wants to
www.lafcnyc.com 8

leverage his experience and educate
these small businesses that are still young
and developing. “We walk around the
Marketplace, offering tips and tricks for
their displays - everything from advice on
labeling and tablecloths, maybe physically
raising the level of the product display,
to recommendations for other events.
The vendors are excited about the new
customers. The Marketplace is growing
every month, taking them to a new level.
There is nothing else like it in Manhattan.”

includes small farmers who can educate
on the environment; and Global Green,
a national non-profit best known for their
“Pre Oscar Party”, promotes awareness of
environmental issues. It’s a who’s who of
“eco friendly” celebrities, companies and
press!

Other upcoming themed events include,
“Blending & Juicing” on September 26 and
“Plant Protein Power” on November 7.   It
doesn’t just end there! The Seed team is also
collaborating with city run organizations.
NYC & Company, for foreign business and
tourists circulates promotion materials; Grow
NYC, who run the city’s Green Markets,
promotes reduction of food waste and

So, why would an online fashion market
place want to pair up with an event
company? Pas from The Seed explains,
“We have a similar target audience.
Both The Seed and Modavanti promote
a conscious lifestyle and cater to small
businesses. Why not put (these businesses)
on the Modavanti platform?”

If you thought that wasn’t enough greatness
coming from The Seed, in addition, every
month, The Seed Marketplace donates to
a non-profit. So far, they have sponsored
organizations such as Catskill Animal
While all of the various food, products, Sanctuary, The Michael J Fox Foundation
business and non-profit vendors at the for Parkinson’s Research, Collectively Free,
Marketplace are vegan, The Seed doesn’t and Evolve for Animals.
necessarily promote it that way.
The
Seed’s strategy is to simply promote it as
a market and focus on helping to grow
these small businesses that happen to
have compassionate values. Consumers
of all kinds come around because they
are interested in shopping. They have also The Seed’s latest, (and my favorite),
found that a surprising number of businesses collaboration is with online fashion
come around, looking for collaborations marketplace Modavanti. They have
and B2B, (Business to Business) opportunities. teamed up to bring you many of the
When leaving the Marketplace, the staff wonderful products available at The Seed
often asks people if they knew this was a events as an online marketplace called The
“vegan” market. As of the last event, 39% Seed Boutique. Here you can conveniently
had no idea! But they had a good time, purchase your favorite products from The
thought the food was great, and found Seed Marketplace anytime!
new products to love!
CEO of Modavanti, Veronique Lee, talks
Another endeavor, a Dinner Series, has about their purpose: “Fashion is also an
been added to the Marketplace as of last avenue for responsible choice. It’s a
month. After closing the Marketplace, natural evolution for people who are
they flip the space into a sit down dinner interested in the connection between food
for 100 people! Chef Daphne Chang was and the health of the planet to revel in the
the premier dinner event’s guest Chef. She sustainable fashion choices they make
is a vegan Chef; however, the plan going and who are committed through their
forward is to challenge a variety of NY daily lives to positively affect the world. For
chefs and restaurants to be creative about our community, which has a wide range
putting plants in the center of the plate. of values, of which vegan is one, we have
Show that it can be better than what a created a “badge” system. This badge
vegan would usually wind up with in a non system allows people to shop according to
vegan restaurant. The objective is to reach what matters most to them. Our badges
out beyond the (vegan) choir, with similar are: vegan, organic, recycled, artisan, zero
strategic results as our Marketplace. Simply waste, made in USA, eco friendly and fair
challenge the chef and invite people.
trade.”
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Lee adds a bit of their history and thoughts about how a fashion company partners with
a vegan advocate such as The Seed, “Like the Seed, we are aligning ourselves with a
growing global community of consumers that is using its buying power to act towards
building a better world. At Modavanti, we strive to make available the best offerings
possible for sustainable fashion with a full spectrum of choices.
I saw The Seed providing people with similar opportunities: access to fantastic local and
vegan products that customers would normally not have easily available. When I went
to The Seed events, one of the things that struck me most was that the people there
were inquisitive about the products, engaged with the vendors, and having fun, and
that The Seed was filling a real need. Vendors and customers were eager to meet each
other, and great things were happening.
At Modavanti, we have noticed that our vegan community is thriving and continues to
grow, and that there is a burgeoning awareness throughout our entire community of the
virtues of a plant based life. We love being a part of this expanded awareness and, so,
it is natural for us to collaborate with The Seed.
The strength of the commitment to sustainable consumerism will come from partnerships
among those providing such products and those purchasing them. Modavanti is pleased
to partner with The Seed to offer those products to the public.”
We at LAFC are also very excited about connecting with the continual communitybuilding endeavor of the The Seed and Modavanti. That is what LA Fashionista
Compassionista is all about, and we sure don’t mind adding in a few snacks ;-)
For the launch in April, celebrating Earth Month, The Seed Boutique has curated 3 pre
packaged “boxes” to choose from, for Women, Men and Food/Lifestyle customers.

You can find The Seed Boutique and the Boxes at:

http://theseedexperience.com/the-seed-boutique/ http://modavanti.com/The-Seed-Experience/

NEWSFLASH!!
We have a special offer for our readers:
50% discount on tickets to The Seed Experience on June 20 & 21
DISCOUNT CODE: LAFC50
Event date: Saturday & Sunday, June 20th & 21st
Event hours: 10am – 6pm
Location: Brooklyn Expo Center, 72 Noble Street, Brooklyn, NY 11222
Buy tickets here: http://theseedexperience.com/expo2015/
Check out the Seed Experience on video here- https://vimeo.com/93194891
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Sugandh Agrawal:
Citizen of the World...by Design

Interviewed by Adrienne Borgersen

Photography by Steven Vandervelden, Make Up by Eve Love, Hair by Angelo Styles

On a sunny, but still chilly, spring morning, I met with handbag designer Sugandh Agrawal in the lobby
of the super cool Ace Hotel in New York City. Chatting over green tea and music that was louder than
expected for 11 AM, Sugandh talked about growing up a free spirit in a conservative family in India.
Her first taste of freedom, at 15 years old, was a student exchange program in Germany. She wanted
to study art and discovered a passion for Industrial Design at Columbus College of Art & Design in Ohio.
Her journey around the world and life lessons about never giving up led her to serendipitously find…and
found…Gunas. It’s not just the name of her company; it’s a very intentionally thought out mission.

AB: How has your personal history influenced your views on fashion?
SA: I’m from Pune, near Mumbai in India. My parents and family are very conservative. They are

open minded, but they like to stick to tradition. They hold on to what’s safe, rather than what’s risky.
So I grew up with that mindset.   But my father never stopped me from venturing out. Coming from
www.lafcnyc.com 12

a culture where women aren’t really allowed to
do much…in India, I feel that for women there
is a lot of suppression…both my parents were
very encouraging. Even when they sent me to
Germany at 15, my family thought, “What are you
doing with her? If you want to send her away, we’ll
take care of her!” But, I was always a free spirited
person and cannot sit in one place for too long.
My parents knew that about me.

When I started as a designer, I was really driven by
creating beautiful products. After that, I was driven
by creating products that were compassionate
and had more meaning to [them]. Now that I
have my daughter, I’m really driven to creating a
product, an experience and a world that is a lot
better for future generations…something that she
can be really happy about. We’re surrounded by
greed and hatred and so many negative things
in the world. I just want her to have the hope and
The experience in Germany was a turning point belief that the world can be beautiful and loving
for me, as I’d never been outside of India before. and that there are lot more positive aspects than
It was a real cultural experience. I met students negative things. That’s my driving force now. Kids
from all over the world and traveled around with really change you. It’s amazing!
them for a whole year. It really opened my mind
to other cultures I hadn’t known
AB: Was there a defining
before. It really made me want
point in your career, and
to be out and do everything.
if so, how did it shape you
So, I went out into the world
as a designer?
with my backpack.
SA: When I first came here for
Then when I came to the US,
a college degree, I was very
I experienced a completely
hesitant. I knew I was talented;
different culture. I think my
I knew I had something great
design sense was affected by
to offer. But something held
that. I bring an Indian influence,
me back. I felt I would not be
my European experiences and now being in the accepted because I didn’t grow up here. So that
US for 15 years, it all comes together in everything I hesitation was always a part of me. During my final
do. I don’t just pigeonhole myself into one cultural year in college, I won a competition through the
sense, I think of it as a universal sense. I also think of Industrial Design Society of America. I represented
myself as citizen of the world and I love that!
the entire Midwest at the national levels. That
gave my confidence such a boost. I realized that
AB: What does it take to become a fashion the world being built around me was built by me
designer?
and not anyone else’s perception. It really taught
me to leave your preconceived notions behind,
SA: You really have to have a strong identity and be more accepting of yourself and others. Give
a reason for creating that company or that brand. yourself a chance and don’t hold back. If you
Obviously you need an eye and a taste for good have something to share with the world, share it!
style, color and material combinations. Then you
really have to have a desire to make that happen. AB: Give us a peek into how you think and
You can have the talent, but if you don’t have where you find your design inspiration.
the drive and work very hard, you are not setting
yourself up for success. Passion, talent and hard SA: When I originally got into industrial design, I took
work are the 3 most important things.
a lot of inspiration from architecture, especially
from old American architects like Frank Lloyd
AB: Do you think being an artistic person Wright. His aesthetic is just amazing. I like Philippe
is always inherent and natural or can it be Starck, a French designer. He has designed for
learned?
Alessi home products that are funky and fun and
edgy, but at the same time are classic. That’s a
SA: I think it can be learned, but it also has to be lot like my taste. I’m also very inspired by nature.
a little bit in you. For example, my husband is not “Biomimicry” is a term we use in the industrial
artistic at all! I even have to coordinate his clothes world. We create things by mimicking the biology
for him. I love interior design and created my of animals. Studying that was another “a-ha”
home with a lot of love and care. Once, when I moment for me. I realized that we don’t need to kill
was thinking about what to do with this wallpaper, animals for leather; we can create an alternative!
he said, “Why don’t we put it on the ceiling?” And That is my inspiration.
I said, “OK, I’m not asking you anymore.”   He’ll
never get it!
AB: What does “Gunas” mean and why is

“You can have the talent,
but if you don’t have
the drive and work very
hard, you are not setting
yourself up for success.”

that the name of your brand?
AB: What drives your work ethic? What
moves you and motivates you to make the SA: It’s an interesting story. When I first started the
decisions that define your career?
company, I found that a lot of designers used their
name in their brand. I thought I had a very different

SA: That has really changed over the years. name. It’s an Indian name and I don’t think it’s
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really catchy or “designery” so I needed to come
up with something else. I sat on my floor, with the
letters of my name on pieces of paper and started
rearranging them. I thought I could make a word
that sounded cool from those letters. I came up
with G-U-N-A-S. I googled the word to see if it had
a meaning. To my surprise, it just so happened to
be a Sanskrit word that means Qualities of Nature.
This is a true story! I thought, this is really meant
to be and I have to do this! My husband then
watched me jump for joy around the apartment
because I had found the name of my company!

product is not that great. But if you go to any of
the fabric stores [in NYC] like BJ’s or Mood Fabrics,
they have some amazing alternative materials
that are available off the shelf. They are synthetic,
like polyurethane. They are more durable and the
factories are used to working with [them].

AB: Are you seeing improvements to plant
based materials? Do you think they will
get better over time or will they always be
difficult to work with?

SA: The industry is working a lot on improving these
AB: What is the inspiration behind the name plant based materials. At the end of the day, the
of each collection and the name of each industry wants to put out a quality product. No
product?
matter how much you market it and say that it’s
SA:

eco friendly and it’s
the best you can do
for the environment,
if it does not provide
you the functionality,
people are not going
to buy it. I think the
industry understands that and [is] working towards
that. DuPont is fabulous and [does] amazing work
with synthetic fabrics. I’m in touch with so many
manufacturers that have great products. I don’t
think the industry is behind that way. It’s a matter
of making it more accessible to designers, like me
and people who are willing to buy it, because the
prices are still really high. These fabrics run $40 $50 a yard. That’s a lot, considering I need at least
2 yards to make a bag and the lining. That’s $100
just for material cost. Then with labor and your
margins, it gets expensive.

“I realized that the world being built
around me was built by me and not
anyone else’s perception.”

My
husband
always says that I’m
very good at naming
things. I have special
names for my mother
and my nieces and
nephews. When I look at a product or a bag,
it just speaks to me. At first, I would give names
to the bags based on a personality. Like the
name Jessica, for me, has a certain personality
attached to it. But most recently, I started naming
the bags after animals that were extinct or close
to extinction. I want to get that message across,
so people think. For example Ridley, after Ridley
Turtles, [which] are going extinct, and maybe
[people] will think more about them. I want to
connect to the spirit of women, but I also want to
connect back to the spirit of the brand, which is
saving animals. So now, that is how I choose the
names.

AB: That’s a really important thing for people
to know. Many people see a designer
AB: How do you select your materials?
quality, vegan handbag that is not leather
and wonder why it costs so much. It’s supply
SA: At first it was hard to find materials that were & demand for the materials, I imagine?
cruelty free and were functional as far as durability
is concerned, because everybody eventually
compares the product to leather. I research the
products a lot and get samples. I pick something,
order a yard or two, and make a bag first. I use
the bag myself first for about 6 months, test it out,
correct any problems and then put it out. It is my
best intention to put out a quality product, but
it is a continuous evolution as the [cruelty free]
materials available in the market are still not that
great.

SA: The aircraft industry uses these materials a lot,

but they are buying tons of fabric and get those
[discounted] margins that they need. Smaller
designers like myself are only buying 30 – 50 yards,
not thousands, so we are paying the actual price.
That’s why they are so expensive for us.

AB: When you spoke at the Ethical
Writers Coalition’s Panel on Sustainable
Fashion, you talked about the challenges
of manufacturing outside of the United
AB: Which are easier and harder to work States. Can you speak more about your
with and why?
experience and whether you had any
conflicts in your ethics?
SA: I’ve found that materials that are plant based
are harder to work with. Except for cork, which is SA: I have been to China, Hong Kong, India [and
great, I haven’t found anything else plant based
as good. The machines are not really set up
for plant based materials. And it’s hard to find
manufacturers that are open to working with
new materials. For example, bark cloth is a little
uneven, the needles break, the durability of the
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other countries] to check out factories and labor
conditions before working with them. The state
of the workers was extremely pitiful in all aspects.
China literally felt like a prison for the workers. I
couldn’t find factories [in China and Hong Kong]
that were ethical and that could work with small

scale production orders. As a small company make sure to visit all the factories I work with. This is
I couldn’t make bulk orders, so I had to look partly the reason for my trip to Asia. Well, besides
elsewhere.
the fact that my brother is getting married in July.
:)

As a result, I started my own studio in India in 2011. AB: Do you stay up to date on fashion
I started training local artisans, teaching them trends?
quality and making bags that were acceptable in
international markets.
SA: Absolutely! Because I have a background
in industrial design, I know that every industry is
During this time I also did OEM (Original Equipment influenced by fashion. Even in industrial design,
Manufacturer) for other ethical labels in the US we would research the color trend for the next
and UK. We made scarves, cushion covers, bags, season in the fashion industry. That affects the
belts and some dresses. I was having the best time transportation industry, the product industry,
ever doing all this creative stuff! And, in 2012, The everything. Also, my favorite website, Pantone,
Ethical Fashion Forum in London awarded GUNAS releases the Color of the Year, and that’s what
as the most ethical fashion brand.
sets the trend every year. I have to stay up to date
on what’s going on in fashion.
But unfortunately I had to close all that and reduce
it down to just 2 artisans in the studio, and now I AB: Do you read fashion magazines?
only produce some handmade pieces exclusive SA: I read magazines on the shelves at Whole
for my own line. My hope for the future is to create Foods for eco friendly lifestyle and health. For
my own studio here in New York and work with fashion, Vogue, In Style and Marie Claire are my
artisans and local manufacturers. I’ve gone full top 3.
circle - originally doing production in New York,
then moving overseas, starting my own studio and AB: How do you balance creativity with
again outsourcing it to factories in South Korea, commerce?
and now I want to bring it back to New York.
SA: It gives me a thrill to see, with what I create, if
AB: How do you choose where to do there is a desire for it in the market. So every time I
business?
create a bag and it sells, it’s like an adrenaline rush!
My husband says it’s becoming like an addiction
SA: My selection criteria for factories is simple. problem! But it’s very important to me to make
They have to be small scale [family owned], with things that people will like. I’ve learned over the
humane conditions for their workers, and must years that it doesn’t necessarily have to go with my
have the ability to work with small quantities. I aesthetic. I need to notice what my customers like
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and what they would buy. There are bags I really
love, like the Rockstar, but it’s not everybody’s
style. And I make simpler bags, like the backpacks
that I just introduced, and everybody loves [those].
A large part of the vegan community is big on
hiking and health and they’ve been asking for a
backpack, so I made one!

I was putting out there. One dress at the exhibit
was inspired by the animals found in the sea, with
beautiful colors and textures. He translated what
he saw in the ocean onto a fabric and a dress. I
thought that was fantastic! I had never seen such
great depiction of fashion before.   I see Chanel,
Dior and other designers and they are fantastic,
too. But that direct influence he had from nature
AB: Do you ask people what they want or is like how I find inspiration from nature. I could
do you randomly get feedback?
have spent hours and hours there reading every
snippet about the dresses.   It was such a learning
SA: A lot of times I do get random feedback. The experience seeing the dresses and making that
face to face events in the city have really helped connection.
me in that way. People will say, “You don’t have
a bag in taupe, do you?” and I think about if AB: Sometimes it takes an artist to see an
that’s something I need to consider and if there is artist in that way.
a demand in the market. I create styles that are
popular and then make them in the colors that SA: Yes - and I know I keep talking about my
people want.
husband, but that’s because he just so not artistic
in any way - I took him to the MoMA (Museum of
AB: What is your process when you start a Modern Art) and showed him a painting by [Jackson]
new collection?
Pollack. He could not understand what that was
all about. This
SA: I start with
was before we
my Muse. I think
got married,
of a woman I
so there was
would want to
this
whole
dress. It could
argument
be an ideal or
and we really
a celebrity or
tested
our
even my Mom.
b o u n d a r i e s !  
Then I look at
He doesn’t get
her personality
modern art at
aspects and
all. But we’ve
what kind of
been together
bags would she
for seven years
want to carry.
now, so now he
I come up
understands
with different
design. We’ll
silhouettes, see
be
walking
what colors are
down
the
on trend, what
street and he’ll
materials
I
tell me, “That’s
have available
a Chanel bag,
and go from
right? That is
there.
Louis Vuitton,
right?” I like
AB: Who are
that!

your favorite
designers?
SA: It’s hard

to
choose
- I love so many! I love, love, love the classic
look of Chanel, especially the black and white
look. Then on the opposite end I love Alexander
McQueen. two totally different aesthetics! I went
to the McQueen exhibit [at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art] three times. That exhibit really hit
home for me [as] what fashion and design are
all about. His thought process, the materials, the
sequins, the details…everything was fabulous!
It influenced me a lot. It helped me make that
connection between my philosophy and what
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AB: Where
do you shop
for yourself?
SA: I shop rarely. I’m not a trendy shopper. I like
to buy things that I can keep in my closet for a
long time. So I only shop when I need to, like for
a wedding or special occasion. Other than that,
I shop Etsy. I like recycled materials. I have a pair
of earrings that have original Chanel buttons. I
do shop big box retailers, also, like Calvin Klein
and Ann Klein. I just buy good quality clothes that
are well made and last for some time. I do shop
at street fairs and find things that are cute and
“boutiquey.” I love handmade stuff.

AB: What has been your biggest challenge to push harder. You can make anything happen.
So it was a challenge and a triumph.
and your biggest triumph with Gunas?
SA: I’ll talk about my triumph first. I really stuck AB: What does “image” mean to you?
it out and I’m very satisfied with myself for doing
that. When I started, there was absolutely no
vegan brand in the market, back in 2008. The other
clothing and shoe companies were just coming
up and that’s the time that I started. I have friends
and family in the financial/Wall Street world. When
I would talk to them about my idea, they would just
laugh at me and say, “Are you kidding me? Who
is going to buy a non leather bag? Everyone loves
their leather!” I would make the argument that you
can go to stores like Nine
West or Steve Madden
and a lot of those bags
are not leather, but you
just don’t know it and you
paid money for it. No one
bought that argument, but
I was just a firm believer in
my idea. Today I’m in a
good place where people
are accepting the idea. It
took me a long time and it
was really frustrating.

SA: I think “image” means one’s whole personality.

We live in a world where people judge you just
by looking at you, even just from a photograph.
For me, image is the personality of the person,
their thought process, the way they live, how they
react to situations. It’s deeper than just how they
look and how they dress.

AB: How would you describe your personal
style?

“A lot of times people do things
when the industry is not ready
for them and that’s why they fail.
It’s not because it’s not a good
idea.”

We were living in a one bedroom apartment…
my husband was really supportive, I’m so thankful
to him for that, because our bedroom was
converted into my studio space! I would walk 20
blocks every day with boxes to the fashion district
shopping for fabric, getting samples made and
finding suppliers. It was a lot of hard work, but I
just stuck through it. There were times when I’d
have to make a call. I’m spending all this money,
I’m thinking is this going to get me anywhere, I
have to answer to my family, they want to know
what’s going on with all this money they’re giving
me. But now I can say that [sticking through it]
was worth it, I have gotten somewhere and that
is my biggest triumph. My faith and belief that
people will notice and people will realize what I’m
doing is just a matter of time. A lot of times people
do things when the industry is not ready for them
and that’s why they fail. It’s not because it’s not
a good idea.   I just have to wait for my time and I
think my time is about to come!

SA: My style is definitely

very comfortable but
also elegant and not too
loud. At the same time,
if I’m wearing something
classic, I’ll wear something
edgy with it. Like, I’m
wearing “normal” clothes,
but I want my earrings to
pop or my bag has to be
funky. One thing has to stand out and make a
statement.

AB: If you could change one thing about
your career to date, what would it be?
SA: Honestly, and thankfully, nothing. I’m really

happy about the way life has unfolded for my
career and for me. Everything I have learned has
led me to where I am today. I have no regrets
about not studying fashion, because industrial
design was such an important part of what I’m
doing today.   Everything I know about materials
and manufacturing buckles and zippers, handles
and chains and construction, that’s all industrial
design. Then, the focus of my master’s program
in Design Management was how to effect the
triple bottom line: people, planet and profit. That
triggered both sides of my brain. In college I won
the Victoria’s Secret packaging design award,
and that led me to work with them. Back then,
I knew what fashion and glamour was. Industrial
Design was a very male dominant industry. I was
one of two females in the entire class. That led
So, my biggest challenge is just that - waiting it out me to focus on being very business oriented and
while working towards it. Also, when I started my my family [members] are very into businesses, so I
company I wasn’t a permanent resident of the guess that side got into me, also. I’m very happy
US. I was working on Visas and traveling back and with the way things unfolded.
forth, so that brought about a lot of uncertainty
about what I was going to do with the company. AB: Do you have any advice for someone
Last year I applied for my permanent residency in who is looking to get started in design?
the United States and it came within 3 months! No
one I’ve heard of gets their residency in 3 months! SA: Experience is definitely one thing.
It was really scary thinking I might have to leave Entrepreneurship is great but there is a lot of risk
[the US] after all that hard work. But it was another that you’re taking, so some experience wouldn’t
sign that this was meant to be! My belief always hurt. Second, is a lot of hard work and dedication.
kept me going. I said no, I’m not going to stop, I You just have to be really dedicated to what you’re
have to keep going, I won’t be let down, I just have doing in order to set yourself up for success.
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AB: What are your hobbies or other interests?
SA: I love to cook. I’m very proud that I’ve never fed my daughter one bottled thing since she was

born. I make fresh food for my family every day. Growing up in India we never had any packaged
foods, so I’m kind of influenced that way. Health is very important to me. Because we have such a
busy lifestyle, I don’t want to let my life or my family’s life be compromised. They are the number one
thing in my world.   I also love to travel. I just took a trip to Montreal, our first vacation in two years. It
was just killing me; I needed to go and take a break! My favorite place to travel is Europe--it’s the most
beautiful place I’ve been to. I would love to go back to Germany, to share with my family what I did for
that whole year as a teenager. I also love Italy, for design, fashion and the food. Food is everything!

AB: What kind of music do you listen to?
SA: Right now, I’m listening to a lot of nursery rhymes. I’ve been singing “Wheels on the Bus” in the

shower! But really, I love Frank Sinatra and The Beatles. I love Bryan Adams; he’s my all-time favorite.
He is so cool! I saw Madonna in concert two years ago and I was already a fan, but this drove me
crazy - she’s such an energy force! But, I like to listen to Taylor Swift too sometimes.

AB: What’s next for Gunas? Can you share any secrets?
SA: Right now, we’re expanding our online presence, trying to get more bloggers and writers to spread

the word about us. I think in about two years’ time, I will be ready to launch our own store. That’s my
goal: a physical store here in NYC. I want to have scarves, maybe clothing. I’m not really experienced
with shoes, but I would love to design shoes. I’d also like to have a little café in the store, where people
can come in with their friends, shop, chill out, have a cup of tea. Something “boutiquey…”
By the end of our conversation, I’d decided to add the word “boutiquey” to my vocabulary.

Guess what??? Sugandh has very generously agreed to give one lucky reader - a brand new,
Spring 2015 Gunas handbag! Follow us on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram for contest entry
details and the winner!

We had such a hard time choosing the cover
photo for this issue! This was our other choice.
We love them both, Sugandh just doesn’t take
a bad photo. Did we make the right decision?
Tell us what you think!” talk to us here!
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BEAUTY Q&A:

TIPS & TRICKS FROM A REAL PRO!
LAFC are thrilled to welcome professional hair &
makeup artist Candice Crawford!
For 10 years, Candice has traveled the world, working
with top models and celebrities, on music videos, films
and photo shoots. Now, she joins our team, to answer
your most pressing beauty questions!

Q:
I've over-plucked my eyebrows for
so long, they don't grow back. How do

Q:
I see that contouring is all the
rage. I have no idea how to do that!

I get that "fuller" look, that's in now?
- Jennifer E, Long Island, NY

Where do I start?
– Lisa M, Los Angeles, CA

Candice says:

Candice says:

Over plucked eyebrows? Have no fear Candice
is here!

Summer is here! No heavy contour!

I've been there. Before you know it, they are just
thin lines and you realize you don't want to be a
clown. Ha!
What happens? Sometimes the skin in the brow
area gets clogged from cosmetics or just from
dead skin growing over.
What to do? Every morning and night take a
disposable mascara wand or a professional
brow brush and brush the entire brow area up
and down, side to side or in circular motion. It
stimulates the skin and follicle until you see results.
For some people it will take longer than others.
Remember to pluck hairs along the way that are
starting to grow far away from your brows - unless
you want them. ;-)

Heavy contour is great for photos - whether
attending an event or a photoshoot.
For an everyday contour I use a bronzer to
contour my face - cheeks, jawline, around the
forehead, crease of the eye, (before liner and
mascara). You can also bronze the sides of the
nose or the tip of the nose and chin. Don't forget
to bronze the front and back of the neck and
chest to pull it all together. Just remember to
blend! - no lines please! ;-)
My favorite daily organic vegan bronzer is Inika,
in “Sunlight" .
My friend and I were the first to kick off the INIKA
line in the states with Birchbox at their POP-up
shop, at Chelsea market, NYC during New York
Fashion Week, Sept. 2012.

To make them look fuller I love to use Blinc Brow
Mousse, It's great for covering sparse areas, gray
hairs and just making the brows stand out by
looking like real hair - not powdery or caked on.
Keeps them in place with definition. It’s perfect
for outdoor weather, sweat proof, great for
swimming and exercise.

After that event we shared it with others and
now with you! ;-)

I worked with Blinc for 5 years and they're always
ahead of the game.

More about Candice at: www.candicejcrawford.
com and IMDb.com

And of course they're vegan!!
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Have a question for Candice? Ask her at info@
lafcnyc.com. Her answer could be on our
website or in the next issue!
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accessories: Find your look!

Photographers:
Steven Vandervelden &
Sam Derosa-Farag
Make Up Artist: Eve Love
Hair: Angelo Styles
Models: Anya Baranova &
Lilit Bagdasaryn

ShoesGlitter Cat
Clogs by
Mink Shoes
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Mia Barkan clarke
Resin Octopus
Necklace.

Mink Shoes

“Leopard” -red high wedge

GrapeCat.com

Cement Bag Messenger
“Elephant” by Malia Designs.
Available at GrapeCat.com
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Mia Barkan clarke
Pewter “Mars” Rune Stone
Necklace, steel ball chain.
Earrings- “Buffalo
Exchange”

Mia Barkan clarke

Pewter Crescent Moon
Necklace, steel ball
chain.

bhava

2 1/2” Wide Black
Cork Waist Belt

GrapeCat.com

Matt & Nat Backpack.
Available at
GrapeCat.com

Mink Shoes

Black Bamboo
Platform
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Falcon Feather
Gold Necklace with
purple cord.

HatStreet
Vendor

Falcon Feather
Gold Necklace

Falcon Feather

Brook Ring

Falcon Feather

Wide Dandelion Band &
Dandelion Disc Ring

GrapeCat.com
Abiko Citrus Clutch by
Matt & Nat. Available at
GrapeCat.com
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sundara yoga inspired jewelry
One-of-a-kind Yoga Inspired Earrings.

Mia Barkan clarke
Pewter Hamsa Necklace,
steel ball chain

viva creatures

Claude- crafted from soft
marine blue and wet sand
vegan leather.
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Mink Shoes

“Elephant” flat sandal.

Mia Barkan clarke
Resin Rose Necklace.

Mia Barkan clarke
Pewter Hamsa Necklace,
steel ball chain

galian
Ellen reversible
shopper tote.
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Mia Barkan clarke
Resin Chrysanthemum
Necklaces.

BeltVintage

canopy verde
The Carroll Clutch- Organic cotton
canvas on one side, supple vegan
leather on the other.
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HatDollar
Tree
Stores

kick butt boots
Red “Big Sugar” Vegan Cowboy
Boots by Kat Mendenhall
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Mia Barkan clarke
Resin Chrysanthemum
Necklace.
HatVintage

Falcon Feather
Large disc ring.

GrapeCat.com
Beja Hawaii Cork Vegan Purse by
Corx. Available at GrapeCat.com

kick butt boots
Brown Ankle Custom
Vegan Cowboy Boots by
Kat Mendenhall
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sundara yoga inspired jewelry
Australian Pilbara Necklace, Sterling
Silver, Pilbara.

sundara yoga inspired jewelry
Australian Pilbara Bracelet, Sterling
Silver, Pilbara.

sundara yoga inspired jewelry
One-of-a-kind Yoga Inspired Bracelets.

truth belts
the Savoy leather look vegan belt
with red lining.

kick butt boots

Black “Big Guns” Vegan Cowboy
Boots by Kat Mendenhall

GrapeCat.com

Mitsuko Mini Vegan Purse
by Matt & Nat. Available at
GrapeCat.com
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HatDollar
Tree Stores

sundara yoga inspired jewelry
One-of-a-kind
Yoga Inspired
Necklace.

truth belts
The Seva flat elastic belt.

Mink Shoes

Beaver - blue denim
platform
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sundara yoga inspired jewelry
One-of-a-kind
Yoga Inspired
Earrings.

sundara yoga inspired jewelry
Sterling Necklace, Aragonite,
Garnet, Hematite

bhava

Black Skinny Waist Belt
1/2” with gold polished
buckle.

viva creatures

Valkyrie Cross-body bag.
Textured ink black vegan
leather surrounding a soft
vegan suede “V” in the
center.

bhava
ALDEN cut-out bootie
in Black.
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forever 21

sundara yoga inspired jewelry
One-of-a-kind
Yoga Inspired
Necklaces

Mia Barkan clarke
Pewter Hamsa Necklace,
steel ball chain

canopy verde

Lois Eastlund
Black Yoga Namaste
Tote,100% Cotton.
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Heights Vegan
Shoulder Bag
Organic cotton
fabric, Vegan
leather.

GrapeCat.com

Cement Bag
Long
Wallet by Malia
Designs,
available at
GrapeCat.com

sundara yoga inspired jewelry

GrapeCat.com

Lagos
Wallet in
Cork by
Corx, available at
GrapeCat.
com

canopy verde
Bergen Vegan Tote
The classic bucket tote,
reimagined. Designed
to be your go-to bag
for work, shopping, and
the gym.

canopy verde
The Carroll ClutchOrganic cotton
canvas on one side,
supple vegan leather
on the other.
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Mink Shoes

“Gazelle” -red wood ultra suede

bhava

ultra suede flats

Jill Milan accessories
wallets, which are made
with Italian microsuede
from the French fabric
house, Elitis. These items
have organic cotton and
microsuede interiors.
scarves, which are
vegan,
eco-friendly,
and Italian. These were
designed by the equine
fine artist Donna Bernstein
and a portion of sales
from these items will go
to charities that rescue
horses at risk of being
slaughtered.
Credits:
Models: Moanalani and Jacques
Jeffrey; Photographer: Ellian
Raffoul for Moanalani Jeffrey
Photography.
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Vegan, eco-friendly and gender neutral neckwear from Unboundestilo
www.unboundestilo.com

Featuring our friends Ethan
Ciment and Michael Suchman,
“The Vegan Mos”.
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Comfortably Find Your Chic...
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Pet style
By Lois Eastlund

We here at LAFC love animals, and we especially
love our fur babies (that would be our pets for
those not in the know)! So, I decided that our
issue about accessories needed to include fun
things for them, too!
When you think of pet accessories and
pet fashion, you mostly think of dogs. Dogs
are often adorned with jackets, coats, hats,
collars, leashes, beds, blankets, and even
cute booties to protect their paws from the
elements. You name it, the dogs have it. Cats,
on the other hand, seem to get the short end
of the stick...but not really. Cats don't usually
want the stick, or anything else except the box
it came in!
But, I was curious to see if there were, in fact, any
fun cat fashion accessories out there. I found
some fabulous shops on Etsy with amazing items
for our fabulous feline friends as well as an item
or two for our precious pups! Here are some of
my favs...

Simply Sphynx Steampunk Aviator Hat for Cats
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Rocker Chic Boutique:
for refined felines!

As a stay at home mom, Shelly needed
a way to occupy her spare time but also
help bring in a little extra income for her
family. She always loved using the creative part of her brain and that’s where
Rocker Chic Boutique was born! Originally opening shop on Etsy in April 2013,
she specialized in hair accessories. Then
she thought to “Ya know what? Our furry
family members could use some added
style!” That’s when she branched out
and began offering pet bow ties in her
shop. Being a huge animal lover, nothing
brings more of a smile to her face then
receiving photos from happy customers
of their cats or dogs sporting their new
accessories!

Your fur baby will look incredibly dapper
while wearing this handmade burgundy/tan cotton bow tie from Rocker Chic
Boutique!

Striped bowtie

Your fur baby will look like
they should be sailing the
seven seas while wearing
this handmade cotton pirate skull bow tie from Rocker Chic Boutique!

Skull Bowtie
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Tiny’s Ties: Purrfect Style.

Cotton Striped Necktie

Purple Print Cotton Necktie
With Tiny’s Ties your cat can look great and you can feel great about it! All proceeds go to Tiny’s Weight
Loss Challenge for Special Needs Animals at the Fredericton SPCA! Tiny is a whole story unto himself.
Through the selling of his ties and some other items he has raised over $10,000! To learn more about Tiny’s
journey - from being abandoned in a cardboard box at the Fredericton SPCA, to sharing his weight loss
challenge online - please visit Tiny’s Facebook page.

Mod Red/Black Small Check Necktie
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Catwings: For your little Angel...or Devil!

Pink Satin Angel Catwings- Sparkly
Wings for Cats (or Small Dogs)

Blue Satin Dragon Wings for CatsVelvet or Satin-Lined Catwings

Blue Satin & Brocade Angel Catwings Sparkly Wings for Cats (or Small Dogs)

Catwings are lightweight, flexible “wings” that attach easily to any style of cat (or small dog) collar. Jennifer Shepherd
hand makes each pair of Catwings using her own custom-printed fabrics, which she combines with other materials, such
as velvets, satins, brocades, taffetas and buttons from her huge stash of sewing supplies. Many of the materials are new,
but some are special vintage treasures she has been collecting and hoarding for years.
Currently Jennifer makes two styles of Catwings: angel/bird style, and dragon/bat/Cthulhu style. Each style is available in
many different colors and fabrics, decorated and detailed in various colors of glitter.
Jennifer makes the Catwings with wire inside so you can pose them to your liking. Each pair of Catwings is a little bit different, and each one was handmade with love, to enhance the unique charm and beauty of your special feline friend!
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To Scarborough Fair:

Hats for cats. The most lightweight in the world.

© Amelie S. Davidson

To Scarborough Fair started when Amelie S.
Davidson moved from Europe to the US ten years
ago. It was immediately noticeable that the
cultural differences were extensive and some of
them were really intriguing.
One of the things that was very different was the
celebration of Halloween and the extent to which
people liked to celebrate and dress up for the
event. Even the pets were included, with cats being
part of it too. While the market for dog costumes
was abundant and saturated, there was nothing
for cats, and people would use dog costumes for
them. That inspired Amelie to create a line of items

© Amelie S. Davidson

specifically for cats. Since
they are so sensitive and
delicate and they are
pretty much reluctant to
being clothed, she had to
re-interpret the idea of a
costume into a simplified
version, lightweight and
comfortable enough so
the cats would not be
bothered by them.
That
was
the
initial
concept,
so
Amelie
started
experimenting
with the eco friendly
wool alternative eco-felt,
velvet and acrylic yarn.
It worked. Cats were not
unhappy.
The novelty and the
sound designs created
national and international
media interest beyond
expectation, with the little
hats being featured in
movies, ad campaigns,
music videos, magazines,
etc.
Cat model Pixie, is a
rescue kitty from the
HSNEGA, an organization
which To Scarborough Fair
continues to support.

© Amelie S. Davidson
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All content is protected
by copyright. © Amelie S.
Davidson

Simply sphynx cats:
Fabulous Feline Frocks!

Simply Sphynx Cats was born out of
necessity. There were no well fitting
clothes for Sphynx and other hairless
breeds, so Airie McCready set about to
fill the void. After joining up with a former
fashion and patternmaking professional,
their combined talents produced their
first full “Feline Fashion” line.
While most shops focus on dogs, with
cats as an afterthought, they decided
to focus on the cats. (Their products also
fit most small dogs.) Their designs come
from the heart, and the ultimate goal is
to provide items that make both the cats
and their people have a loving, close
bond. Hopefully, the stronger the bond,
the easier the care, and the less any
animal will end up in a shelter.
Airie McCready lives in San Diego with
her four muses and models, Daisy, Lucky,
Bella and Starr.
Featured in all the photos: Lucky Boy, a
2 year old white Sphynx Cat from Dare
2b Bare
Photo credits:
Purple Butterfly (with fleece cap) by Jeff
Bray, Vogue and Vegan hat (shown with the
“Buried Skulls” T shirt) by Airie McCready.

Simply Sphynx Fleece Cap
Simply Sphynx Purple Butterfly Top

Simply Sphynx Vogue Top
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Jill Milan:

For your puppies!

Jill Milan developed pet items,
originally for the SPCA, that are
made from the highest quality
Italian eco-friendly materials. They
are from Brentano’s green line.
A portion of proceeds from all of
these items will go to help shelter
animals: JillMilan.com
Models: Moanalani and Jacques Jeffrey;
Photographer: Ellian Raffoul for Moanalani
Jeffrey Photography

Dog Leash

Striped Dog Collar
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Blue Nylon Dog Collar

Red Nylon Dog Collar
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Summer beauty essentials:
The Best, New, Must-Have Products!

Adrienne’s advice to keep your body sizzling hot and your home cool and cozy this summer!

the fanciful fox Bar Soap

the fanciful fox Blemish Buster

Call off the search team - the best, all natural bar soap is right here!
The Fanciful Fox’s long lasting Bar Soap is a great deal at 7 bucks.
It gives sudsy goodness and leaves your skin soft, without yucky
residue. My top pick is the spicy, warm, addicting scent of Chai!
5 oz. $7.00

Dried out from the summer heat but still blemish prone?
The Blemish Buster Moisturizer keeps your skin hydrated and
protected. This facial cream “uses its super acne fighting ingredients
to kick your skin into shape.” 2 oz. $11.00

r’s
Editoe!!!
Fav

inyanga Argan Oil Face Wash

inyanga Lemongrass Butter

African black soap is a great new discovery for me. This special
blend, with trendy and effective Argan Oil, creates a lot of lather
from just a quarter-sized amount. I can’t believe how clean and soft
my face feels! 2 Oz. $18.99

It can be tough to find the refreshing scents of summer in a big,
grimy city. This body moisturizer leaves your skin silky smooth
and with a fresh, yummy scent to carry with you all day!
2 oz. $9.99
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Edito
Fave!r! ’s
!

e!!
or’s Fav
*** Edit

Kaia Naturals Bamboo Tapioca Beads

Svelta Tan

An excellent exfoliator, perfect to even out your skin tone for
pre-tanning, (self-tanning of course). Starter kit 1.5 oz. Cleansing
Powder + 0.125 oz Moringa oil + bamboo mixing spoon $38.00

Speaking of self-tanning, this pleasant smelling, instantly bronzing
formula is the way to go for a natural glow, without the harmful
UV rays or any toxic chemicals. 5oz. $38.00

Woods Elixir body serum

Woods Rejuvenating Face serum

Summer is a great time to splurge on yourself with these hand crafted potions. With ingredients that are organic and wild harvested,
these products are sure to make you feel like royalty! They are free from chemicals, toxins, parabens, and fillers. These oil blends will
invigorate your routine and are especially soothing when your skin is dry from the sun.
Elixir Body Serum $78.00, Rejuvenating Face Serum $92.00
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Beautiful Birdie Pure Mineral Eyeshadows
 Choose from 20 gorgeous, long lasting shades. Try a neutral color or opt to be daring when you need a little
extra sumthin’ to boost your summer evening look. For a bit of that drama, try Paradise…25% of the
sales from this shade go to the non-profit organization, Save the Manatee Club! $16.00 each

Arbonne RE9 Advanced eye cream

Arbonne It’s A Long Story Mascara

After a long summer night of partying, this eye cream will reduce
puffiness as well as plump up those laugh lines. 0.5 oz $55.00

Talk about “A Long Story” - your lashes will be longer than
War and Peace! This mascara not only offers excellent lash
lengthening, it’s also gentle on sensitive eyes. $36.00

Arbonne reps can be found nationwide. Two of our favorite reps that always have our backs are:
Lisa Margaroli in Los Angeles, and Nora Gustuson in New York City
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It may be too hot for the fireplace, but when you’re looking for some down time with a special
someone, these romantic, yummy scented candles set the mood for a sensual summer night.

Love NotesLove
Scented
Soy Candles
Notes

Apotheke
206206candles
Apotheka

12.5 oz. $25.00 (50 hour burn)
Contact nyakam@lovenotesllc.com

10 oz. $25 (65 hour burn)

karmalades Lavender Room Refresher
There is something about summer heat that can really tire us out.
When we get home, we just want to relax. Spray this room refresher in
the air, on your blanket and pillows. Breathe in the lavender scent, it
smells and feels so good! Made with all natural ingredients, in a grain
alcohol base. Bottoms up! ;-) 16 oz. $15.00
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Book review:

The Good Karma Diet
by Victoria Moran

Review by Adrienne Borgersen
Photo by Chris Pearce
I’ve read a great many books on how to be, or what to do as, a vegan since I made
the choice for myself 7 years ago.   Lately, I’ve longed for a book that would take me
to the next level. I believe The Good Karma Diet is a sorely needed addition to address
why to be vegan. It’s a bridge between the gap of “I know this already” and “how can
I educate myself and evolve further as a person on this planet?”
Making the connection between what’s on your plate, the things you use day to day
and how you want to live your life is not something we are generally taught to consider.
This book wonderfully connects the dots to kick it up a notch and help you embrace it
all as a fully conscious and compassionate being. For me, this book is Vegan 2.0!
Victoria addresses food, nutrition, and animal rights, of course. She touches on economics
and why many people feel that it seems very expensive to be vegan. One of my favorite
chapters talks about something all of us think about, “Pummeling Perfectionism.” It’s so
easy to feel guilty if you’re not doing everything by the book…but what book, and who
wrote it? Of course, I’m thrilled at her review on fashion choices…and there might even
be a shout out to a certain magazine you know! ;-)
Peppered with personal accounts of real people and their choice to adopt a
compassionate life, Moran shares heartfelt experiences and journeys. These stories help
make an important, human connection, no matter what your lifestyle. Sprinkled around
as well, are GKTs – Good Karma Tips – that read like aromatic herbs, to compassionately
enhance the flavor of your experience.
This book is smart and direct, written in Victoria’s signature clever style, yet fun and easy
to read. It’s full of her own stories, facts, information, and “food for thought,” if you
will.   At the end of the book, Doris Fin, CHHC AADP chimes in with wonderful recipes
and nutritional facts to get you started on your path to health, or to pump up what you
already are doing. I’m not an expert on “raw” food, but none of these recipes require
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an oven. There is some steaming, boiling
and blending, but no twigs and berries
here. We’re making pudding, people! This
section is a great idea, providing practical
application and knowledge to carry with
you on your journey through life.  
As you probably know, the word “karma”
basically means that what you put out there
is what you get back. Maybe not literally,
but in the overall scheme of things - in a
universal energy kind of way - the more
good you do, the more good you attract…
as well as the opposite. Even if you’re not a
spiritual person, it just makes logical sense,
as scientific as, “like attracts like.”

second is a bit more mystical: you do good
and you get good back.
As is true for life in general, it’s
probably better to do this with unselfish
motives, but even if your motivation is to
become thinner, healthier, or more youthful,
you’ll be doing something modestly heroic
at the same time. This way of eating and
living could lessen the suffering of billions of
animals. I know it’s hard to think in terms
of billions, but if you imagine counting the
individual beings one at a time, you get

If I’m being perfectly honest, being a vegan
can be, at times, hard. Changing your life
and everything you thought was true can
be overwhelming. But, as I said to Victoria
recently, that’s not a reason not to do it.
So, whether you’re curious about, new to,
or seasoned in the vegan lifestyle, Victoria
Moran’s latest message hits the mark for
anyone who thinks at all about karma for
themselves, or for the world. It’s up to you
to make an educated decision about who
you want to be and what you want to put
out there.   The Good Karma Diet can help
you decide.
Here is a quick peek at some of the
awesomeness you will find in the book and
one of Doris’ yummy recipes!
From “The Good Karma Diet”
The Good Karma Diet
By Victoria Moran
Good Karma eating is as simple as can
be: comprise your meals of plants instead
of animals, and most of the time choose
unprocessed plant foods, meaning that
they got from the garden or orchard or
field to your kitchen with minimal corporate
interference.…this way of eating gives
you good karma in two ways. The first is
self-explanatory: by eating foods of high
nutrient density and avoiding the animal
products and processed foods your body
can have trouble dealing with, you’ll
reap the rewards of improved health. The

some of the impact. In addition, ninetyeight percent of the animals raised for food
suffer horrifically on factory farms before
being slaughtered, often in adolescence.
Every time you eat a vegan meal, you’re
voting for something different.
This choice also lightens the burden
on the planet. Raising animals for food
in the numbers we do today calls for an
exorbitant amount of water and fossil fuels.
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It leads to vast “lagoons” of animal waste,
and the release into the atmosphere of tons
of greenhouse gases, mostly in the form of
methane.
What you have here is holistic dining
at its finest – body and soul. Eating whole,
plant foods is scientifically validated as
being both nutritionally adequate and
anti-pathological. In other words, it cures
stuff. Not everything. But reversal of such
scourges as coronary disease and type
2 diabetes among people on this kind of
diet has been repeatedly reported in the
scientific literature; and the preventive
potential of this way of eating is supported
by ample research.
If this sounds great but going all
the way seems impossible right now, go
partway. Americans’ consumption of
animal foods has, as I write this, been
decreasing annually since 2007, primarily
because non-vegans are making vegan
choices some – or much – of the time. They
fix a veggie-burger or black beans and rice,
or they order their latté with soy, or have a
green smoothie for breakfast so they’ll look
prettier and - what do you know? - the
statistics get prettier, too.
Once you’re fully vegan, celebrate!
The only thing you need to “do” nutritionally
that you weren’t doing before is take
a vitamin B12 supplement of about 100
micrograms a day as a tiny, tasty, melt-inyour mouth tablet. B12 is not reliably found
in plant foods unless they’ve been fortified
with it, and lack of B12 is dangerous. This
single missing element in a plant-food diet
pains many vegans. If this is the perfect
diet, it ought to be, well, perfect. But this
is life on earth: extraordinary, magnificent,
and absolutely not perfect. Bacteria in our
mouths and intestines do make some B12,
and maybe at some point in evolutionary
history we all made enough, just as our longago ancestors made their own vitamin C
and now we don’t. I look at taking B12 as
a tiny surcharge for the privilege of being
vegan.
If you hear yourself saying “I could
never give up ice cream” (or something
else), realize that you may just be short on
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vegucation. There are lots of rich, luscious
nondairy ice creams on the market, and
you can make exquisite homemade ice
cream with only a DIY gene and an ice
cream maker.
If you have the information and
you’re still saying “I could never give up. . .,”
listen to yourself. You’re affirming weakness.
You’re bigger than that. You can eat
plants and save lives. You can give your life
exponentially more meaning by living in a
way that decreases suffering just because
you got up and chose a kind breakfast.
Without this commitment, the Good
Karma Diet would be, as much as I hate to
say it, just a diet. To me, a diet is: “Eat this
and don’t eat that, and feel guilty when you
screw up, which of course you will because
you’re only human, for heaven’s sake, and
nobody can be on a diet forever.” That
doesn’t really make you want to say, “I’ll
have what she’s having.”
Understand and embrace the
compassion piece, the conviction that
you’re here to make life easier for others,
regardless of species, and then everything
else – whatever tweaks you might make
because of an allergy, a digestive
peculiarity, a personal preference - will
come with little effort. This lifts that word
“diet” from the deprivational depths and
restores its original meaning from the Greek
diaita, “a way of life.” And this particular
way of life is one replete with meaning and
fulfillment and joy.
Excerpted from THE GOOD KARMA DIET: Eat
Gently, Feel Amazing, Age in Slow Motion
by Victoria Moran, with the permission of
Tarcher/Penguin, a division of Penguin
Random House. Copyright © 2015.

Creamy Golden Squash Soup
Ingredients:
6 cups boiling water
1 medium white onion whole and unpeeled
1 medium butternut or walnut squash, cubed
1 small zucchini, cubed
1 medium carrot, peeled and chopped
2 tablespoons olive oil
1 medium red onion, sliced
1 medium stalk celery, chopped
1/2 teaspoon turmeric
2 teaspoons cumin
1-2 cloves garlic, chopped
1 tablespoon salt (or to taste)
1/2 teaspoon cracked black pepper
1/2 teaspoon cinnamon
1/2 cup walnuts, chopped and lightly toasted (If toasting your own chopped raw
walnuts, toast in a dry skillet at medium heat for 5 minutes, stirring constantly, until
lightly toasted. Remove from heat immediately.)
Loving Preparation:
1. In a medium pot, add the water, whole white onion, and squash. Bring to a boil
again; then simmer for 10 minutes.
2. Add the zucchini and carrots and simmer for 10 minutes more.
3. Meanwhile, sauté the sliced red onions in oil on medium heat until golden brown.
Set aside.
4. Drain the soup into a large bowl and set the liquid aside.
5. Discard the onion peel and add peeled white onion, along with the drained
soup ingredients, to a heat proof food processor or blender. Add celery, salt, and all
seasonings, and puree until smooth and creamy. (Be very careful when blending hot
liquids as the sudden release of steam has a tendency to blow the lid off of blenders.
Be sure the lid is firmly in place and cover the lid with a towel for extra safety. Start the
blender at its lowest speed, increasing it slowly.)
6. Pour the blender contents back into the pot and add the drained stock and sautéed
onions.
7. Adjust the flavor if needed, with more salt, pepper, or any of the spices.
8. Serve hot or chilled, in bowls or mugs. Sprinkle with toasted walnuts and decorate
with a sprig of parsley or cilantro.
9. Soup will keep refrigerated up to 3 days. Or freeze in a plastic container or sealed
BPA free zipper bag.
Serves 4 to 6
“Meaty” Variation:
If you love mushrooms and want a bit of a meaty texture, sauté 1 cup of fresh or 10
soaked and sliced shiitake mushrooms with the sliced red onion.
Excerpted from THE GOOD KARMA DIET: Eat Gently, Feel Amazing, Age in Slow Motion by Victoria
Moran, with the permission of Tarcher/Penguin, a division of Penguin Random House. Copyright ©
2015.
Recipe by Doris Fin, CCHP, AADP.
Hear Victoria talk about The Good Karma Diet:
http://mainstreetvegan.net/the-good-karma-diet/
You can find The Good Karma Diet on amazon.com, BarnesandNoble.com, and Indiebound.org
More about the amazing Victoria Moran at: http://www.mainstreetvegan.net
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entrepeneur spotlight:
Sandie Luna

Interview by Adrienne Borgersen                                                         
Photograph: Sandie’s own
The LAFC launch party last February was a smashing success and a great time, thanks, in large
part, to the awesome team at Punto Space.   When we first met co-owner Sandie Luna at Punto
Space’s own launch event, she was glowing with excitement, not only because of the grand
opening, but because she was very close to another new arrival…a baby!
Her son has since arrived and Sandie, while on maternity leave, graciously gave us her time.
We wanted to share her story of creativity, entrepreneurship and how this most amazing and
creative venue came to be.
Sandie talked about redefining a business model on her own terms, balancing her life, the
importance of listening and revelations on “process” and “vision.”
AB: What inspired you to open Punto Space?  How did the idea come about?
SL: Punto Space came about as the final step in the search for mental and physical space to
create art. My partner Debora [Balardini] and I were often frustrated by the lack of [access to]
resources for emerging artists. That is a feeling I am sure many can relate to. We decided to
look for a space we could rent out regularly but that did not feel like the right solution. Adapting
to a system that doesn't work didn't feel right, so we decided to change the paradigm and
Punto's unique business model was born. We are a venue that provides resources to artistic
ventures and adds an artistic flair to private events.
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AB: What are the top 3 skills needed to be an entrepreneur?
SL: Grit, the kind of resilience that comes from somewhere bigger than yourself, is what gives
you the strength to hold on during the highs and the lows of this ride.
Being a good listener is essential because it is the best way to learn. [By] listening you can really
hear the needs of those around you, be it a client or your team. Only through listening can you
marry your own interior world of ideas to the outside world in a way that is effective.
Equanimity is essential. Because there is so much responsibility and uncertainty in being an
entrepreneur, one must find balance. For me, the best buffer is laughter.
AB: What has been your biggest achievement and biggest obstacle opening and running
Punto Space?
SL: The biggest achievement is that we exist! On our own terms! There were so many obstacles,
from realtors who discouraged us and told us we wouldn't find a space because most places
in NYC are being rented to corporations and established companies with a lot more money, to
all the logistical hurdles of running a space like ours in NYC. We now have a beautiful venue
with a unique model in service of our community.
The current obstacle is breaking into the world of venues and making the name “Punto” one
that is recognized and respected. I believe this will come with time and exposure.
AB: You are also a new mother, as well as an actor. How do you balance all of this with your
family life?
SL: My son is only two months old, and right now we are taking it one day at a time. It is a
struggle, but a beautiful one. I am slowly getting back to work, and he is coming into the office
with me. I think it is very important for children to be seen. My power as a woman entrepreneur
does not lie in pretending that I can seamlessly handle it all but rather in taking support from
my community and using my power to create a situation that is beneficial for my business, my
family and myself. What that situation exactly is will shift as needs change. It is a balancing act
that, luckily, I am not dancing by myself.
AB: What does "image" mean to you?
SL: “Image,” to me, is the conscious wrangling of the many parts of ourselves into a cohesive
form that others can understand. It is about behavior as much as it is about looks. In today's
world, where everyone has a platform to express who they want to project, “image" is a multilayered concept.
AB: What is your personal style?
SL: Now that I am a new mom, I find myself in a state of stylistic flux. My closet is very eclectic.
I've always used style to not only express myself but also to push certain aspects of who I am or
wish to be. I used to be a vintage clothing junkie. Now that I am breast feeding, functionality
is key. My body is different. My daily routine is very different. I find myself adjusting by wearing
clothes that are more functional with a pop of the unexpected. I don't love to shop, but I do
get very excited when I find unique pieces from companies that I feel good about supporting.
I still have clothes from high school that I wear because they are classic or so much fun!
AB: What advice can you give other entrepreneurs?
SL: I have been thinking a lot lately about the term 'vision,' and I think that it can be a tad
overrated. I say this because it can be a little scary and intimidating to feel like you need to
have a vision to be an entrepreneur. I think a mix of discomfort and the ability to channel
energy are more useful ways to think of what is needed to take on an idea, a business.
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I think we become entrepreneurs because we believe we know there has to be a “better way"
and not knowing exactly what that way is shouldn't hinder us. I am a big believer in process
and I think that your vision comes once you start moving in the direction your ideas, research
and intuition take you. Attempting to have a clear vision too early on can be detrimental. I say
run with your idea and let it gain traction.
AB: Finally, the word "punto" has various meanings in Spanish, depending on the context. How
and why did you name the venue "Punto Space”?
SL: Yes, “punto" has different meanings in Spanish: point, stitch, period, dot, mark, topic, amongst
others! It is a very rich word. We were very fortunate to have worked with Enrique de la Puerta
Nilsson, Neabranding, and Stephen Burks early on. They approached us with the name "Punto"
and both Debora and I reacted to it in a very visceral way. We both teared up. It touched us
in ways beyond the intellectual, and that is when we knew we had found the right name. To
have the name be in Spanish is a reflection of where we come from as Latinas and where we
are going, celebrating a global, diverse culture. Punto is the spot where anyone can come to
make their point, leave their mark, sew their stitch in time!
Punto Space is located in the heart of the fashion district in NYC.                      
More information at www.puntospace.com
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The. last. page.
By Lois Eastlund
photo: Lois Eastlund

Summer.

Just the word makes me smile! It is my very favorite season and I can’t believe it’s finally here. It
seems like I wait all year for it to be summer. Warm mornings, hot days, and beautiful evenings. So, if you love
it like I do, take it all in. Appreciate the beauty of nature, the fresh fruits and vegetables that summer brings,
the abundance of sunshine, and the longer days….Enjoy!
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